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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Users of recommendation systems usually focus on one topic at a
time. When finishing reading an item, users may want to access
more relevant items related to the last read one as extended reading. However, conventional recommendation systems are hard to
provide the continuous extended reading function of these relevant
items, since the main recommendation results should be diversified. In this paper, we propose a new task named recommendation
suggestion, which aims to (1) predict whether users want extended
reading, and (2) provide appropriate relevant items as suggestions.
These recommended relevant items are arranged in a relevant box
and instantly inserted below the clicked item in the main feed. The
challenge of recommendation suggestion on relevant items is that
it should further consider semantic relevance and information gain
besides CTR-related factors. Moreover, the real-time relevant box
insertion may also harm the overall performance when users do not
want extended reading. To address these issues, we propose a novel
Real-time relevant recommendation suggestion (R3S) framework,
which consists of an Item recommender and a Box trigger. We extract features from multiple aspects including feature interaction,
semantic similarity and information gain as different experts, and
propose a new Multi-critic multi-gate mixture-of-experts (M3oE)
strategy to jointly consider different experts with multi-head critics.
In experiments, we conduct both offline and online evaluations on
a real-world recommendation system with detailed ablation tests.
The significant improvements in item/box related metrics verify the
effectiveness of R3S. Moreover, we have deployed R3S on WeChat
Top Stories, which affects millions of users. The source codes are
in https://github.com/modriczhang/R3S.

recommendation suggestion; recommender system; relevant recommendation
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INTRODUCTION

With the exponential growth of information, how to efficiently
get useful information has attracted great attention. Search and
recommendation are two complementary methods for active and
passive information acquisition. Search helps users to actively get
the exact information related to their queries [5]. When users do
not know what they might be interested in, recommendation is
used to predict user’s potential interests and provide appropriate
items via user profiles and behaviors [24].
Users in recommendation usually focus on one topic (e.g., a football match or a news event) at a time. When finishing reading an
item, users may want to actively receive more relevant items of
the same topic if they are satisfied with the finished one. To achieve
this, recommendation systems should smartly capture and emphasize user’s current preferences to provide relevant items timely
and explicitly. However, in conventional recommendation system,
users can only passively receive information, lacking effective and
instant feedback mechanisms (e.g., queries in search) to actively
interact with the system. Moreover, real-world recommendation
item feeds should be diversified to alleviate homogenization, which
makes it extremely inconvenient for continuous extended reading
on relevant topics [27]. In this work, we attempt to implement the
extended reading function of relevant items in recommendation,
which could guide users to conduct high-quality deep reading and
improve users’ experience and stickiness. The intuitive idea is to
encode the activeness of search (actively searching for related contents) into the passive information acquisition of recommendation.
In search, query suggestion is proposed to predict user’s search
intents and recommend relevant queries related to the entered
query, which can be viewed as a query recommendation in search
[12]. Similar to query suggestion, we propose a novel task named
recommendation suggestion for extended reading in recommendation. It aims to predict user’s intents on extended reading and
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critics’ aspects. Next, a Box trigger is conducted to decide whether
to display the relevant box with M3oE and extra features, working
as a quality inspector to avoid too much negative disturbance for
the main feed. Differing from the Item recommender, Box trigger
should further consider user’s satisfaction on clicked items and
delay costs caused by real-time box insertion. The two-step architecture, multi-factor modeling and M3oE solve the challenges of
multi-aspect factors and delay costs, which enable R3S to improve
item-level, box-level and overall recommendation performances.
In experiments, we conduct extensive evaluations to verify the
effectiveness of R3S on both item- and box- level metrics. Moreover, we also deploy R3S on a widely-used recommendation system
WeChat Top Stories, and conduct an online A/B test to evaluate
R3S via millions of users. R3S achieves significant improvements in
all evaluations compared with competitive baselines. We further
conduct detailed ablation tests to better understand different components in R3S. The main contributions are concluded as follows:
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How to cook a
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Figure 1: An example of recommendation suggestion for relevant items in WeChat Top Stories. The right screen shows
the product form of real-time relevant recommendation suggestion. The relevant items are arranged in the relevant box,
which is inserted instantly below the clicked item.

• We propose a novel recommendation suggestion task, which
recommends relevant items related to the clicked items and
conducts a real-time box insertion for instant and explicit
display. It enables the extended reading function in practice.
• We creatively design an R3S framework containing the Item
recommender and the Box trigger. Specifically, we design two
neural networks specially for modeling semantic similarity
and information gain. We also propose the Multi-critic multigate mixture-of-experts strategy to consider multi-aspect
factors including feature interaction, semantic relevance and
information gain with multiple critics.
• Both offline and online evaluations show that our R3S system
achieves the best performances on item-level, box-level and
overall recommendation metrics. The ablation tests verify
the effectiveness of different components in R3S.
• We have deployed R3S on a well-known recommendation
system named WeChat Top Stories, which affects millions
of users. The practical usefulness has been verified.

recommend appropriate relevant items related to the current clicked
item, which can be viewed as a relevant item search in recommendation. The item a user has just clicked is regarded as the query of
relevant recommendation in the user’s subconscious. Fig. 1 shows
an example of a real-world recommendation suggestion system.
When a user clicks, reads and finishes an item, recommendation suggestion models calculate whether and what relevant items should be
displayed to the user. In order to improve user’s awareness of recommendation suggestion, we rank and arrange these relevant items in
a relevant box and conduct a real-time box insertion attached
to the clicked item in the main feed. In this case, recommendation
suggestion can respond to the users’ demands for extended reading instantly, explicitly and friendly, with well-structured relevant
items listed in the relevant box.
Differing from conventional recommendation task, recommendation suggestion has two additional challenges: (1) recommendation suggestion should jointly consider multiple factors including
CTR-oriented objectives, semantic relevance and information gain
between clicked items and relevant candidates. It is not easy to
balance these multi-aspect factors, since different users may have
various preferences on these factors. (2) The real-time box insertion
brings in opportunity costs, since the original recommended items
in the main feed will be delayed and may not even be impressed to
users (e.g., all items below the clicked item, including the cat and
attention articles in Fig 1, are delayed by the real-time box insertion). Such opportunity costs (i.e., delay costs) should be carefully
considered to improve the overall user experience.
To address these issues, we propose a novel Real-time relevant
recommendation suggestion (R3S) framework, which aims to
recommend relevant items of the clicked items with a real-time
relevant box insertion. The R3S framework mainly consists of two
modules. First, an Item recommender is used to retrieve and rank
relevant items with the clicked item regarded as a “query”. We propose a new Multi-critic multi-gate mixture-of-experts (M3oE)
strategy to jointly consider multiple experts including feature interaction, semantic relevance and information gain from different

2

RELATED WORKS

Recommendation systems. Classical recommendation methods
often utilize Matrix factorization (MF) [11] or Collaborative filtering
(CF) [3, 20] to capture user interests from user-item interactions or
item similarities. To prevent data sparsity and feature engineering,
Factorization machine (FM) [18] is proposed to model second-order
feature interactions with latent vectors, which has been widely
used in industry. To better model feature interactions, FNN [35]
replaces manual features with neural networks. Wide&Deep [6]
creatively uses both Wide and Deep components simultaneously
for memorization and generalization abilities. DeepFM [8], AFM
[28], NFM [9], AFN [7] and DFN [29] combine neural FM layers
with DNN and attention layers. DCN [25] and xDeepFM [13] are
designed to capture high-order interactions. AutoInt [23] and ICAN
[30] further bring in self-attention for comprehensive feature interactions. AutoFIS [15] automatically identify essential feature
interactions for FM based models. DIN [36] and BERT4Rec [24] also
bring attention mechanism to session-based recommendation. Inspired by the great successes, R3S also relies on deep neural models
to extract different types of feature interactions.
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3.2

Semantics in Recommendation. Semantic relevance and information gain are two essential factors for relevant recommendation. Some efforts have explored the usage of semantic similarities in
recommendation. Capelle et al. [4] proposes several WordNet-based
semantic similarities for news recommendation. Al-Hassan et al.
[1] and [19] implement semantic-enhanced hybrid recommender
systems with ontology-based semantic similarity. [31] models useritem similarities with their tag-based semantic relationships. [16]
considers heterogeneous interactions including tag-related information. [26] also models news- and word-level attention in news
recommendation. The "more like this“ features have also been studied in search [14, 22]. The information gain is usually considered
in diversified recommendation in the form of the novelty [34] or
the increments of taxonomy [37]. Multi-objective optimization and
multi-task learning are also effective methods that can be used to
jointly consider semantic relevance and clicks [2, 21]. However,
R3S mainly focuses on CTR-oriented objectives, where semantic
relevance and information gain are regarded as features (not optimization objectives). Hence, it is not very suitable to directly adapt
Multi-objective optimization to recommendation suggestion task.
In R3S, we propose two neural networks to highlight both semantic
relevance and information gain as experts. We do not use sentence
matching models [10] as baselines, since recommendation suggestion should further consider user preferences and information gain
beyond similarity.

3
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METHODOLOGY

We propose an R3S framework for recommendation suggestion. In
this section, we first define the goals, notions and architecture of
R3S, and then introduce both Item recommender and Box trigger.

3.1

Overall Architecture

R3S mainly contains two modules, namely the Item recommender
and the Box trigger. The Item recommender aims to provide relevant items of the seed to fill the relevant box. It first conducts a
fast retrieval to generate a relevant item candidate pool, and then
builds three sub-networks as experts to model feature interactions
with self-attention, semantic relevance and information gain. The
M3oE strategy is also proposed to jointly consider multiple experts
with multi-head critics. Next, the Box trigger works as a quality
inspector to determine whether it is beneficial to insert the relevant
box (containing recommended relevant items) into the main feed
instantly and explicitly. User’s satisfaction on seeds and the potential delay costs caused by all delayed item below the relevant box
are further considered in Box trigger. Finally, we conduct different
objectives for Item recommender and Box trigger.

FINet

SimNet

IGNet

Multi-head
Multi-head
critics
Multi-head
critics
critics

Dense feature layer

seed fields item fields user fields context fields

Figure 2: Overall architecture of the Multi-critic multi-gate
mixture-of-experts (M3oE) strategy in R3S.

Problem Formulation

3.3

Recommendation suggestion is a new recommendation task, which
aims to provide user-interested, informative, and relevant items
related to user’s current clicked item for extended reading. We first
define the notions used in our R3S framework as follows:

Item Recommender

Item recommender focuses on providing relevant items of the seeds
that users may be interested in. The inputs are categorized into four
groups as 𝐹 𝑆 , 𝐹 𝐼 , 𝐹 𝑈 , 𝐹 𝐶 , indicating the seed, target item, user, and
recommendation contexts. Following [8], we group similar types of
features into feature fields, where each field belongs to either continuous field 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑛 (e.g., age) or categorical field 𝐹𝑐𝑎𝑡 (e.g., tag/topic).
We use a trainable lookup function f𝑖 = 𝐿(𝑓𝑖 ) to project a sparse
feature 𝑓𝑖 to a 𝑑-dimensional dense feature vector f𝑖 . Finally, we
have four feature group vectors f 𝑆 , f 𝐼 , f 𝑈 and f 𝐶 for seed, target
item, user and contexts respectively, where each feature group contains 𝑘 feature fields. For example, f 𝑆 is the concatenation of all
seed-related feature fields {f1𝑆 , · · · , f𝑘𝑆 } defined as follows:

• Seed. The current clicked item is regarded as the seed for
each recommendation suggestion request.
• Relevant item. The relevant items are the items that share
related topics/events with the seed item, which are the candidates of recommendation suggestion.
• Relevant box. The recommended relevant items are arranged in a relevant box shown in Fig. 1. The relevant box is
inserted instantly below the clicked seed when users finish
reading items and exit to the main feed.
• Delay cost. The real-time box insertion will inevitably delay
all items below the seed and reduce their impression, which
may harm the overall performance. The potential opportunity cost is regarded as the delay cost.

f 𝑆 = Concat(f1𝑆 , · · · , f𝑘𝑆 ).

(1)

The largest difference between conventional recommendation
and recommendation suggestion is that the seed and recommended
item should be relevant. We argue that besides classical feature
interaction for CTR-oriented objectives, the semantic relevance
and information gain brought by new recommended relevant items
should also be considered. Moreover, the feature interactions between seed and target item should be further highlighted. Hence,
we propose a novel Multi-critic multi-gate mixture-of-experts
(M3oE) strategy, which (1) builds three sub-networks as experts to

The R3S framework aims to (1) predict whether users want extended
reading of relevant items when they have read and finished the seed
item (solved by the Box trigger in Sec. 3.4), and (2) provide highquality relevant items related to the seed and arrange them in the
relevant box for real-time relevant box insertion in the main feed
(solved by the Item recommender in Sec. 3.3).
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Figure 3: Three experts in M3oE: (a) Feature interaction network, (b) Similarity network, and (c) Information gain network.
feature h𝑆1 between their corresponding feature group vectors with
the element-wise product ⊙ as follows:

capture multi-aspect of features between all feature groups (especially between the seed and target item), and (2) introduces multihead critics to jointly consider multiple experts for recommendation.
Fig 2 shows the overall architecture of M3oE.

h𝑆1 = f 𝑆 ⊙ f 𝐼 ,

𝑄

K 𝑗 = W𝐾𝑗 F,

V 𝑗 = W𝑉𝑗 F,

(8)
h𝑆2 = {f1𝑆 · f1𝐼 , · · · , f𝑘𝑆 · f𝑘𝐼 }, h𝑆2 ∈ R𝑘 ,
The 𝑖-th element in h𝑆2 indicates the 𝑖-th field’s inner product of the
seed and target item, which is viewed as the field-level similarity.
Finally, we combine these two similarity features also with user
and context features as:

(2)

′

where W 𝑗 , W𝐾𝑗 , W𝑉𝑗 ∈ R𝑑 ×𝑑 are projection matrices for the 𝑗-th
query, key and value. 𝑑 and 𝑑 ′ = 𝑑/ℎ are the dimension of field and
query. The 𝑗-th head’s output head 𝑗 is as:
𝑄

head 𝑗 =

Softmax(Q⊤
𝑗

· K 𝑗 )V 𝑗 .

h𝑆 = ReLU(W𝑆𝐻 · Concat(h𝑆1, h𝑆2, f 𝑈 , f 𝐶 )).
W𝑆𝐻

(3)

(4)

(5)

𝑆
𝑑×𝑑 are the weighting matrices. ReLU(·) is the nonW𝑂
𝐹 , W𝐹 ∈ R
linear activation function and Concat(·) is the concatenation operation. Finally, we combine all interacted fields with the feature
vectors of user f 𝑈 and context f 𝐶 to form the final output feature
h𝐹 of the FINet as follows:
𝑈 𝐶
h𝐹 = ReLU(W𝐻
𝐹 · Concat( ĥ1 , · · · , ĥ2𝑘 , f , f )),

R𝑑1

(9)
is the final

3.3.3 Information Gain Network (IGNet). Query suggestion always
needs to ensure that the generated query and user intent are completely consistent. In contrast, recommendation suggestion hopes
to recommend relevant items that are related to but not exactly
the same as clicked items. Hence, we design a new information
gain network as the third expert to highlight the additional information brought by target items. The 𝑖-th feature field in seed and
item indicates the same element. Similar to SimNet, we consider 𝐹 𝑆
and 𝐹 𝐼 as main inputs, and define a function IG(f𝑖𝐼 , f𝑖𝑆 ) to measure
the information gain from seed to target item in the 𝑖-th fields.
Precisely, we calculate IG(f𝑖𝐼 , f𝑖𝑆 ) in two ways that varies according
to the field type (categorical 𝐹𝑐𝑎𝑡 or continuous 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑛 ) as:
(
Sum(𝐿(𝐹𝑖𝐼 − 𝐹𝑖𝑆 )), 𝑓𝑖𝐼 ∈ 𝐹𝑐𝑎𝑡 .
𝐼 𝑆
g𝑖 = IG(f𝑖 , f𝑖 ) = 𝐼
(10)
f𝑖 − f𝑖𝑆 ,
𝑓𝑖𝐼 ∈ 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑛 .

We also add a short pass of the raw feature f𝑖 to generate the feature
embedding ĥ𝑖 ∈ R𝑑 of the 𝑖-th field as:
ĥ𝑖 = ReLU( f̂𝑖 + W𝑆𝐹 · f𝑖 ).

R𝑑1 ×(3𝑘𝑑+𝑘)

∈
is a weighting matrix and h𝑆 ∈
output of the Similarity network.

We then concatenate all heads to generate the output of multi-head
self-attention F̂ = {f̂1, · · · , f̂2𝑘 } as follows:
F̂ = MultiHead(F) = Concat(head1, · · · , headℎ )W𝑂
𝐹.

(7)

h𝑆1 is regarded as the element-level similarity feature between seed
and item. We also calculate the field-level inner product via the
corresponding feature field embeddings in 𝐹 𝑆 and 𝐹 𝐼 as:

3.3.1 Feature Interaction Network (FINet). We first model the general feature interactions between different feature fields with multihead self-attention also used in [23]. In Fig. 3 (a), the main input
feature field matrix F = {f1, · · · , f2𝑘 } consists of the seed and item
feature groups 𝐹 𝑆 and 𝐹 𝐼 . We conduct a ℎ-head self-attention, and
the 𝑗-th query, key, value of F are represented as follows:
Q 𝑗 = W 𝑗 F,

h𝑆1 ∈ R𝑘𝑑 .

(6)

𝐹𝑖𝐼 is the sparse feature set of the 𝑖-th field in the target item, and 𝐹𝑖𝑆
is that in the seed. 𝐿(𝐹 ) is the lookup function for all sparse features
in set 𝐹 to dense features, and Sum(·) is a vector addition. For a
categorical field, we first calculate the difference set of 𝐹𝑖𝐼 and 𝐹𝑖𝑆 ,
and then project every sparse feature in the difference set to their
dense features. The sum of these dense features is viewed as the
information gain from the seed to the target item. Intuitively, for a
tag field with 𝐹𝑖𝑆 = {Apple, IPhone} and 𝐹𝑖𝐼 = {Apple, MacBook}, the

𝑑 1 ×(4𝑘𝑑) is a weighting matrix. h ∈ R𝑑 1 captures
in which W𝐻
𝐹
𝐹 ∈R
the feature interactions between feature fields.

3.3.2 Similarity Network (SimNet). We build a similarity network
as the second expert to explicitly highlight the relevance between
the seed and the target item. As shown in Fig. 3 (b), the main inputs
of SimNet are the 𝑘-field feature groups of the seed 𝐹 𝑆 and the target
item 𝐹 𝐼 . Intuitively, we calculate the element-level similarity-based
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dense feature of MacBook is regarded as the additional information
brought by the target item, which should be highlighted in IGNet.
As for the continuous fields, we intuitively use the subtraction
between their dense features as the additional information. We
replace the field-level similarity operation in SimNet with the fieldlevel subtraction function IG(f𝑖𝐼 , f𝑖𝑆 ) as displayed in Fig. 3 (c) , and
generate the output of IGNet h𝐼 as follows:
𝑈 𝐶
h𝐼 = ReLU(W𝐻
𝐼 · Concat(g1 , · · · , g𝑘 , f , f )).

3.3.5 Optimization Objective. Conventional ranking models usually use Click-through-rate (CTR) as the training objective. However, CTR may be cheated by clickbait or spammer with exaggerated/untrue titles and cover images. Moreover, we hope to encourage extended reading, where the reading time is a better evaluation
metric. Inspired by [33], we enhance the original CTR-oriented
objectives with the item-level dwell time (DT), which has been
widely used in industry to find what users are really interested
in. The item-level dwell time metric indicates how much time a
user spends on an item, which could be regarded as a more precise
and quantitative CTR metric. Precisely, we consider the training
of Item recommender as a regression task after DT logarithm and
discretization, and conduct a discretized mean squared error (MSE)
loss as follows:
1 ∑︁
⊤
(𝑦 − w𝑅𝑅
h 𝑓 ) 2,
𝐿𝑅𝑅 =
(16)
𝑁

(11)

𝑑 1 ×(3𝑘𝑑) is a weighting matrix. h ∈ R𝑑 1 highlights the
W𝐻
𝐼
𝐼 ∈ R
additional diversified information brought by the target item, which
is also essential in relevant recommendation.

3.3.4 Multi-critic Multi-gate Mixture-of-experts (M3oE). The feature interaction, semantic relevance and information gain networks
calculate essential factors for relevant recommendation, while their
importances may vary with different scenarios. For example, users
usually have different preferences on extended or cursory reading,
and some topics (e.g., news event) concern more about certain objectives (e.g., semantic relevance). To jointly incorporate opinions
from different experts, we propose a novel Multi-critic multi-gate
mixture-of-experts (M3oE) framework, which is inspired by the
classical multi-task learning framework MMoE [17]. Different from
MMoE that builds a task-specific gate for each task separately, M3oE
constructs multi-head gates as critics to judge the importances of
different experts for one task from multiple aspects. It then jointly
considers all critics to fuse opinions from different experts. Specifically, we build 𝑑𝑐 gates (i.e., critics) with multi-head strategy to
judge the importances of 𝑑𝑒 experts (𝑑𝑒 = 3 for three networks). We
assume that each gate is controlled by the user, seed and context.
The gate query x 𝑗 of the 𝑗-th head in M3oE is built according to
the feature group vectors of user f 𝑈 , seed f 𝑆 and context f 𝐶 as:
x 𝑗 = W𝑋𝑗 · Concat(f 𝑈 , f 𝑆 , f 𝐶 ).

𝑁𝑎

where 𝑦 is the discretized DT of the user-item pair. 𝑁𝑎 is the overall
instance set and w𝑅𝑅 is a weighting vector.

3.4

(12)

3.4.1 M3oE Feature Extraction. Similar to the feature extraction
and aggregation in Item recommender, we also conduct M3oE with
the feature interaction, semantic similarity and information gain
networks regarded as experts. The inputs contain 𝐹 𝑈 , 𝐹 𝑆 , 𝐹 𝐼 , 𝐹 𝐶
also used in Item recommender. We build the item feature 𝐹 𝐼 as the
combination of all relevant items’ features selected by the Item recommender. Similarly, the outputs of three experts are represented
as h𝐹′ , h𝑆′ and h𝐼′ respectively, which are calculated the same as Eq.
(2) to Eq. (11) with different trainable parameters.
In M3oE, besides f 𝑈 , f 𝑆 and f 𝐶 , the multi-head critics further
consider (1) the interacting feature f 𝑈 𝑆 between user and seed (e.g.,
user’s reading time on the seed) that models user satisfaction, and
(2) the aggregated feature f 𝐷 of top delayed items in the main feed.
The 𝑗-th gate query x ′𝑗 is built similar to Eq. (12), combining all
features stated above that may affect critics in Box trigger as:

We simply use a softmax layer to jointly combine multiple experts.
The 𝑗-th gate for three experts is then calculated as:
𝑔 𝑗 (x 𝑗 ) = Softmax(W𝐺𝑗 x 𝑗 ).

(13)

W𝑋𝑗 and W𝐺𝑗 are two weighting matrices. 𝑔 𝑗 (x 𝑗 ) ∈ R𝑑𝑒 is the
gating vector where each element represents the importance of each
expert. Next, the 𝑗-th critic will generate the aggregated feature
vector c 𝑗 ∈ R𝑑1 with the gating vector 𝑔 𝑗 (x 𝑗 ) as:
𝑗

𝑗

𝑗

c 𝑗 = 𝑔1 (x 𝑗 )h𝐹 + 𝑔2 (x 𝑗 )h𝑆 + 𝑔3 (x 𝑗 )h𝐼 .

(14)

c 𝑗 combines the outputs of feature interaction, similarity and information gain networks with the 𝑗-th critic’s preference on different experts. Finally, we combine 𝑑𝑐 critics with an attention via
f𝑎 = Concat(f 𝑈 , f 𝑆 , f 𝐼 , f 𝐶 ) as follows:
h0 =

𝑑𝑐
∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛼𝑖 c𝑖 ,

exp(c𝑖 W𝑀 f𝑎 )
.
𝛼𝑖 = Í
𝑑𝑐
𝑀
𝑗=1 exp(c 𝑗 W f𝑎 )

Box Trigger

Box trigger is one of the major differences in R3S, which aims
to decide whether the system should conduct real-time relevant
box insertion considering the overall performance. Box trigger is
indispensable in R3S to prevent too many relevant boxes, since the
real-time box insertion will delay other items below the clicked
seed. These delayed items may lose chances to be impressed to
users, which may harm user experience in the main feed if the user
does not want extended reading. A straightforward solution is to
set a threshold according to the predicted DT given by the Item
recommender with some rule-based heuristic strategies. However,
it fails to consider both user satisfaction on the seed and the delay
costs caused by the delayed items, which are essential in Box trigger.

𝑈 𝑆 𝐶 𝐷 𝑈𝑆
x ′𝑗 = W ′𝑋
).
𝑗 · Concat(f , f , f , f , f

(15)

(17)

Next, we follow Eq. (13) to Eq. (15) and get the aggregated feature
h0′ . We concatenate h0′ , f 𝐷 and f 𝑈 𝑆 , and feed them into a 2-layer
MLP to get the final output h ′𝑓 as:

R𝑑1

h0 ∈
is the feature extracted with the collaboration of multiple
experts and critics. We conduct a 2-layer multilayer perceptron
h 𝑓 = MLP(h0 ) to generate the final output feature h 𝑓 of M3oE for
downstream learning objectives.

h ′𝑓 = MLP(Concat(h0′ , f 𝐷 , f 𝑈 𝑆 )).
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h ′𝑓 decides whether to explicitly insert the relevant box instantly
below the clicked seed in the main feed.

recommendation suggestion, which enables real-time relevant box
insertion. For efficiency, we use the parameter-server architecture
of Tensorflow to provide a distributed training, which contains 100
workers equipped with 4 CPU cores and 4GB memory. We spend
nearly 1 hour on daily model updates of R3S. It is also convenient
to adopt R3S on other recommendation feed applications.

3.4.2 Optimization Objectives. In Box trigger, box-level CTR is
considered as the most important rewards, since R3S hopes to enhance users’ awareness and cultivate users’ habit of using relevant
reading. Therefore, we turn back to the CTR-based objective in
box level. Specifically, we define the predicted click probability of
relevant box 𝑝 (𝑥) with h ′𝑓 as follows:
⊤ ′
𝑝 (𝑥) = 𝜎 (w𝐵𝑇
h 𝑓 ).

4.2

There are mainly three product forms for the relevant recommendation: (1) we can simply mix the relevant items with other recommended candidates and rerank them in the main feed. However,
it will reduce users’ awareness of the relevant recommendation
function. Users who want extended reading may find it challenging
to effectively access relevant items, since they may not be ranked
next to the clicked items. On the contrary, users who do not want
extended reading may be annoyed by these homogeneous contents.
(2) We can insert the relevant box in the content page of the seed.
This is a typical product form of relevant recommendation widely
used in Youtube and WeChat Top Stories. However, users sometimes do not slide down to the bottom of the content page, so it
is hard to guarantee that they will be impressed to users. (3) We
can conduct real-time relevant box insertion in the main feed once
users exit the content page, as we have introduced in R3S. R3S can
significantly improve users’ awareness of the relevant recommendation function. The explicit relevant box and dynamic insertion can
also enhance user experience and alleviate too much disturbance
to other topics. Comprehensively considering the pros and cons
of three product forms of relevant recommendation with online
experiments and investigation, we finally choose the real-time box
insertion (i.e., the current R3S version) in online deployment.

(19)

w𝐵𝑇 is a weighting vector, and 𝜎 (·) is the sigmoid function. Different from conventional CTR-oriented loss functions, the Box trigger
should further consider the delay costs brought by delayed items in
the main feed. Therefore, we add a penalty factor to avoid providing
too much relevant boxes when users actually want to move on to
other topics. The loss function of Box trigger 𝐿𝐵𝑇 contains three
parts, which is defined as follows:
∑︁
∑︁
1
𝐿𝐵𝑇 = − (𝜆𝑝
log 𝑝 (𝑥) + 𝜆𝑛
log(1 − 𝑝 (𝑥))
𝑁
𝑁𝑝
𝑁𝑛
(20)
∑︁
log(1 − 𝑝 (𝑥))).
+𝜆𝑑
𝑁𝑑

𝑁𝑑 is a new negative set to measure delay costs, where the relevant
box has not been clicked but other items below the seed has been
clicked, which is exactly what we want to avoid. 𝑁𝑝 and 𝑁𝑛 indicate
the classical positive and negative sets where the relevant box has
or has not been clicked. 𝜆𝑝 , 𝜆𝑛 , 𝜆𝑑 are hyper-parameters of loss
weights. The overall loss of R3S is the addition of 𝐿𝑅𝑅 and 𝐿𝐵𝑇 .

4

ONLINE DEPLOYMENT

5

In this section, we will give a detailed discussion on the online
system, real-time serving and product form of R3S.

4.1

Discussion on Real-time Box Insertion

EXPERIMENTS

In experiments, we conduct extensive offline and online evaluations
on a real-world recommendation system widely used by hundreds
of millions of users. Specifically, R3S is mainly evaluated from the
following three aspects: (1) the dwell time metric of relevant items,
which reflects the real user satisfaction on relevant items and the
capability of R3S in guiding users to conduct deep extended reading
(see Sec. 5.4). (2) The CTR metric of relevant boxes, which implies the
users’ awareness and satisfaction on the overall extended reading
function (see Sec. 5.5). And (3) the overall performance in the main
feed, which indicates that R3S could achieve competitive or even
better performances in the overall system, eliminating the side
effects caused by the delay costs (see Sec. 5.6). We also conduct
ablation tests (see Sec. 5.7) to verify the effectiveness of different
components in R3S for recommendation suggestion.

Online System and Real-time Serving

We have deployed R3S on a well-known recommendation system
named WeChat Top Stories. WeChat is the most popular instant
messaging APP in China, which has approximately 1.2 billion active
users per month. WeChat Top Stories is responsible for dispatching
million-level items for users, which has approximately billion-level
daily views. In online serving, the matching and ranking modules
first generate a recommended item list in the main feed. Next, the
R3S system works as in Fig. 1. Precisely, the Item recommender
module of R3S is activated to generate top-k relevant items when a
user clicks an item and enters the content page. In preprocessing,
a fast retrieval component is firstly conducted to generate a small
subset of relevant item candidates (top 200 in R3S) of the seed, with
the help of the textual and taxonomy information (e.g., inverted
indices of titles and tags). It could greatly accelerate the following
user-item pair-wise ranking process with M3oE. We then rank
these item candidates via M3oE, and select up to three relevant
items according to an empirical threshold with online rule-based
strategies. Once the user has finished reading the clicked item
and exits to the main feed, the Box trigger module is activated
to decide whether to insert the relevant box instantly below the
clicked item. In this case, R3S can effectively and efficiently handle

5.1

Datasets

We construct a new dataset RS-331M for relevant recommendation
suggestion from WeChat Top Stories since there is no open dataset
for this novel task. Precisely, we randomly select 21 million users
and collect their 332 million impression instances of the relevant
box. In total, we extract nearly 43 million box clicks and 47 million
item clicks related to the relevant recommendation suggestion scenario. For each item click, its dwell time (DT) is also recorded for
training and evaluation. We split the dataset into a train set and
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5.4

a test set using the chronological order, resulting in 232 million
train instances and 100 million test instances. All data including
user profiles and user behaviors are preprocessed via data masking to protect user privacy. Table 1 shows the detailed statistics of
RS-331M.
Table 1: Statistics of the RS-331M dataset.
#user

#item

#item click

#instance

20,802,239

3,073,826

46,918,912

331,838,667

Item DT Prediction

5.4.1 Evaluation Protocols. The Item dwell time (DT) prediction
task attempts to predict how long users will spend on the items in
the relevant box [33]. The dwell time metric could be regarded as an
enhanced CTR-related metric since it further considers user reading
time beyond clicks, which reflects user’s true satisfaction. We rank
all results with the predicted DT of Eq. (16) in Item recommender,
and use the classical AUC metric for evaluation [8, 23]. We also
bring in RelaImpr [32] to measure the relative improvements over
the base model (i.e., FM in our evaluation).
Table 2: Results of Item DT prediction.

5.2

Experimental Settings

In Item recommender and Box trigger, we use four feature groups
including user, seed, target item and recommendation contexts,
each of which contains five feature fields. The dimension of each
feature field is 16, while the dimensions of three sub-networks’
outputs are set as 120. In M3oE, we use 16 critics to judge different
sub-networks. The loss weights 𝜆𝑝 , 𝜆𝑛 and 𝜆𝑑 in Box trigger is 1.0,
1.0, 0.1, and the batch size is set as 128. We conduct a grid search for
parameter selection. In online deployment, we set the maximum of
relevant items in relevant box as 3.

5.3

Competitors

model

AUC

RelaImpr

FM (Rendle 2010)
AFM (Xiao et al. 2017)
NFM (He and Chua 2017)
Wide&Deep (Cheng et al. 2016)
DeepFM (Guo et al. 2017)
AutoInt (Song et al. 2019)
AFN (Cheng et al. 2020)

0.6949
0.7002
0.7012
0.7191
0.7248
0.7220
0.7294

0.00%
2.72%
3.23%
12.42%
15.43%
13.90%
17.70%

R3S

0.7419

24.11%

5.4.2 Experimental Results. Table 2 shows the results of item DT
prediction. We can observe that:
(1) R3S achieves the best performance compared to all baselines.
The 1.25% AUC improvement compared to AFN is significant and
encouraging. We also conduct a significance test to verify that the
significance level 𝛼 = 0.01. Note that all baselines are competitive
baselines widely-used in real-world systems that are also enhanced
with the same DT-based optimization objective. It indicates that R3S
can well capture multi-aspect factors for relevant recommendation.
Moreover, it also implies the advantages of FINet, SimNet and IGNet
in capturing informative messages for DT prediction.
(2) The improvements mainly come from two aspects including
the three experts (i.e., sub-networks) and the Multi-critic multi-gate
mixture-of-experts strategy. First, the feature interaction network,
similarity network and information gain network consider different aspects of feature interactions between the seed and the target
item. In this case, R3S could consider self-attention based feature
interactions, seed-item semantic similarity and information gain
simultaneously, which are essential in the relevant recommendation scenario. Second, the M3oE strategy smartly combines three
experts with multiple critics that have different concentrations on
these interactions, which further improves the Item DT prediction
performance. We conduct detailed analyses on different experts
and M3oE aggregation in R3S with ablation tests in Sec. 5.7.

We implement several competitive ranking models as baselines for
both item and box evaluation. We have:
• FM [18]. Factorization machine (FM) models all interactions
between features using factorized parameters. FM is considered as the base model in evaluation.
• Wide&Deep [6]. Wide&Deep consists of a Wide part for
raw feature and a Deep part for feature interaction.
• NFM [9]. NFM proposes a bi-interaction layer before DNN
layers for feature interaction.
• AFM [28]. AFM brings in attention over feature interactions
from the bi-interaction layer.
• DeepFM [8]. It combines FM with DNN in parallel to model
raw features and high-order interactions.
• AutoInt [23]. AutoInt introduces self-attentive neural network for raw feature interactions.
• AFN [7]. AFN is a recently proposed model which learns
adaptive-order feature interactions for ranking.
Note that we do not use conventional query suggestion models
[12] or sentence matching models [10] as baselines, for they are designed for different tasks where the query-title or sentence-sentence
similarity is the most essential objective.
All baselines follow the two-step architecture of R3S, which
consists of both Item recommender and Box trigger versions. The
Item recommenders of baselines are optimized under the DT-based
discretized MSE objective in Eq. (16), while the Box triggers are
updated with the CTR-based cross entropy objective in Eq. (20)
(without the delay loss). The Item recommender is used for Item DT
prediction (all CTR-based baselines perform worse than DT-based
baselines in Item DT prediction), while the Box trigger is used for
Box CTR prediction. All models and R3S share the same features (if
needed) and experimental settings in evaluation.

5.5

Box CTR Prediction

5.5.1 Evaluation Protocols. The Box CTR prediction aims to predict
whether a relevant box will be clicked, which is judged by the Box
trigger module. In R3S, we hope to cultivate users’ habit of using our
relevant recommendation function. Therefore, we encourage users
to click more relevant boxes instantly inserted below their clicked
items, and thus CTR is viewed as the main evaluation metric for
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the Box trigger. We follow the same metrics of AUC and RelaImpr
also used in Item DT prediction, and rank test instances with the
predicted box click probability in Eq. (19) for evaluation.

replace the rule-based strategies with the Box trigger in R3S, noted
as R3S (Item) and R3S (Item+Box) respectively.
In online evaluation, we focus on four classical metrics to measure both box-level and overall performances in practice. The metrics include: (1) Average dwell time in the overall system (DT), (2)
Box-level CTR (BCTR), (3) Box-level user has-click rate (BUHR),
and (4) Box-level item views (BIV). DT focuses on the overall performance, while the rest three metrics reflect box-level performances.
We conduct the online A/B tests for 7 days.

Table 3: Results of Box CTR prediction.
model

AUC

RelaImpr

FM (Rendle 2010)
AFM (Xiao et al. 2017)
NFM (He and Chua 2017)
Wide&Deep (Cheng et al. 2016)
DeepFM (Guo et al. 2017)
AutoInt (Song et al. 2019)
AFN (Cheng et al. 2020)

0.7658
0.7704
0.7724
0.7866
0.7901
0.7899
0.7982

0.00%
1.73%
2.48%
7.83%
9.14%
9.07%
12.19%

R3S

0.8101

16.67%

Table 4: Online A/B tests on WeChat Top Stories.
model
R3S (Item)
R3S (Item+Box)

5.5.2 Experimental Results. Table 3 shows the results of all models
on Box CTR prediction, from which we can know that:
(1) R3S significantly outperforms all baselines in Box CTR prediction with the significance level 𝛼 = 0.01. It confirms that R3S is
capable of deciding whether to conduct an instant box insertion
when users have finished items. Our M3oE strategy with three experts is effective in not only Item DT prediction, but also Box CTR
prediction. The Box trigger is designed to control the frequency
of relevant box, which is essential for the overall recommendation
performance. In Sec. 5.6, we will give detailed analyses on both
box-level and overall online performances in a real-world recommendation suggestion system of WeChat Top Stories.
(2) Box CTR prediction and Item DT prediction are two similar
tasks, while they still have some differences. Item DT prediction
mainly evaluates the Item recommender. We enhance the classical CTR-oriented objective with dwell time to measure user’s true
preferences and reduce the influence of clickbait. In contrast, Box
CTR prediction mainly evaluates the Box trigger. It still uses clicks
for training, since we regard the clicks of relevant box as the most
important rewards in Box trigger as discussed in Sec. 3.4 for recommendation suggestion. Moreover, Box trigger should consider the
side effects and impacts of real-time box insertion on the overall
system beyond the box-level performance. Therefore, Box trigger
further models user satisfaction on seed and regards delay cost
as a penalty to balance both overall and box-level performances.
The AUC of Item DT is lower than the AUC of Box CTR, since DT
prediction is more fine-grained and challenging.

5.6

DT

BCTR

BUHR

BIV

+1.68%
+1.64%

-7.62%
+9.90%

+3.14%
+16.62%

+10.68%
+24.26%

5.6.2 Experimental Results. We report the improvement percentages of R3S compared to the online DeepFM with rule-based strategies baseline in Table 4. We can find that:
(1) R3S (Item+Box) achieves significant improvements on all
overall and box-level metrics with the significance level 𝛼 = 0.01,
which verifies the effectiveness of R3S in real-world scenarios. The
improvement in DT indicates that users are more satisfied with
and willing to spend more time on the recommended results of
the overall online system. The improvements on three box-level
metrics also demonstrate that R3S could smartly control the frequency of relevant box. Therefore, the quality of relevant boxes is
enhanced (BCTR), more users are willing to conduct continuous
extended reading via relevant box (BUHR), and thus R3S achieves
more interactions from users on recommendation suggestion (BIV).
(2) R3S (Item) also outperforms the DeepFM model on three
metrics except for BCTR. It is natural since the baseline DeepFM
is learned with a CTR-oriented objective. Converting the training
objective from CTR to DT will improve the overall dwell time (which
is the most essential metric in the system), while it inevitably harms
the box-level CTR. Nevertheless, the improvements on BUHR and
BIV show that more users will use our recommendation suggestion
function, and more relevant items will be clicked.
(3) The decrease in BCTR brought by R3S (Item) reveals the
serious problem of overexposure in relevant box. Moreover, the
overall CTR also has a slight decline. To address this problem, we
introduce the Box trigger that can better consider the delay costs
to balance relevant boxes and items in the main feed. All box-level
metrics have impressive improvements compared to R3S (Item).
The box-level CTR achieves 17.52% improvement compared to R3S
(Item) in Table 4. We also find that even the overall CTR has 0.58%
improvements over R3S (Item). It reconfirms the significance of Box
trigger in the overall online performances.

Online Evaluation

The real-world performances of R3S (especially of the Box trigger
and overall system) are hard to be thoroughly evaluated in offline.
Therefore, we further conduct an online A/B test to evaluate R3S on
both recommendation suggestion and the overall system in practice.

5.7

5.6.1 Evaluation Protocols. We deploy R3S on the recommendation suggestion module in WeChat Top Stories following Sec. 4,
with matching and ranking modules unchanged. The online baseline model uses DeepFM to recommend relevant items and several
rule-based strategies to control the frequency of relevant box. We
first replace DeepFM with the Item recommender in R3S, and then

Ablation Tests

To verify the effectiveness of different components of R3S, we further conduct several ablation tests in Table 5. We can find that: (1)
all three experts including feature interaction network, similarity
network and information gain network are significantly beneficial
for improving both item-level DT and box-level CTR. It reconfirms
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the effectiveness of all experts. (2) Among these experts, FINet contributes more to Item DT, while SimNet and IGNet contribute more
to Box CTR. It confirms that the semantic relevance and information gain are more essential factors for guiding users to conduct
extended readings, while the general feature interactions capture
other useful information for predicting dwell time of items. (3) The
multi-critic attention also helps to learn a better R3S model. We
replace M3oE with an average pooling for feature aggregation from
different experts. It implies that the combination of multiple experts
should be carefully customized with M3oE in R3S.
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Table 5: Ablation tests for R3S.
Ablation version
R3S
– Feature interaction network
– Similarity network
– Information gain network
– Multi-critic attention
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Item AUC

Box AUC

0.7419

0.8101

0.7336
0.7367
0.7371
0.7348

0.8057
0.8040
0.8037
0.8038

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we propose a novel task named recommendation suggestion for relevant items, and design R3S for real-time relevant
box insertion. R3S consists of an Item recommender and a Box trigger, which uses an M3oE strategy to jointly combine multi-aspect
factors including feature interaction, semantic relevance and information gain. The improvements in offline and online evaluations
verify the effectiveness of R3S in relevant recommendation.
In the future, we will utilize more types of feature interactions
between seed and target items, and conduct more sophisticated
models to model the semantic relevance and information gain. We
will also explore the joint training of recommendation suggestion
and overall recommendation to better model delay costs. Other
feedback mechanisms and product forms of recommendation suggestion should be investigated to further improve user’s activeness
in recommendation. We will also explore the possibility of applying
R3S (or its M3oE, SimNet, IGNet modules) to other tasks.
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